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subscribe to the itek2 youtube channel to keep up to date with all of the exciting free and paid inventor video training. check out the youtube itek2 channel and the my favorites page for the most up-to-date inventor videos. this utility is used to create platform specific xforce key that are used by the scalar force key manager to create and store library keys on the key ring. the keyring is used to
store these keys by the scalar force key manager to retrieve keys that are associated with an entity. the keys are then used to retrieve these specific entity by the scalar force key manager to be used as a group policy attribute. the keys are then used to associate an entity with the attribute. these keys are distributed in keystore that are created by the keyring to enable client or user to create
these keys. for successful execution of this utility, keys that are used in keyring should be previously created. otherwise, the process will fail. the keys can be retrieved either by keyring or keymanager. the keys that are created in keyring can be retrieved using scmd_getkeyset api or scalar store retrieve keys api . the keys that are created in keymanager can be retrieved using keybase retrieve
keys api . the keys are stored in c:\windows\system32\keys\ent\xforcepki.priv for the keyring and c:\windows\system32\keys\ent\xforcekey_defaultpki.priv for keymanager. it is required to make sure these keys are not merged by setting the variable xforce_xkc_priv_merge to 1. if this variable is set to 1, the keys will always create using platform specific key, which is xforce key._defaultpki.priv.
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